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A detailed travel diary of a sailboat excursion on the Hudson River and extended stay at the West Point Military
Academy. Written by William Sturgis, a New York native and Civil War veteran, who later became a prominent
cattle baron in Wyoming and played a leading role in the commercial development of Cheyenne in the 1870s.
The undated manuscript, written sometime not long after the Civil War, recounts Sturgis’s week-long stay at the
quarters of “Our friend the Colonel” on the West Point campus. The narrative account begins on a Saturday at
dusk: “The good yacht our floating home came gracefully sliding around the point … and lowered her sails off the
old wharf at West Point, the place where rocks & cadets stand perpendicular…” After announcing their presence
with a cannon shot, the Colonel “responded to the call of our artillery as promptly as he did to the long roll on the
Banks of the Shenandoah on that dusky morning when the Johnnies came out of the mist like so many phantoms
… We soon had him on board & found we were just in time for the Dress Parade at sunset …”.
Thus begins Sturgis’s detailed description of his entire visit, as he ascends the mount by carriage and attends the
Dress Parade, and giving his impressions throughout the course of his stay of the “thousand soldiers at the Point
divided between Cavalry, Artillery, & Engineers”. Of particular interest is his description of “Old Put” (Fort
Putnam, then in a ruined state), the Picture Gallery, the Library, and other galleries in which were displayed many
famous artifacts seized during the Mexican-American War. He often embellishes his observations with historical
context, including Benedict Arnold’s famous act of treason. Several other buildings on the campus are described,
including the Chapel, the Colonel’s quarters, etc., along with several other military drills, including a Cavalry
exercise and its impressive leaping drills. In gratitude, Sturgis and his party take the Colonel for a sail on the
Hudson.
An interesting, off-color contemporary account of West Point and the surrounding area, written soon after the rapid
modernization of the campus during the 1850s, often romanticized by the graduates on both sides of the Civil War
as the “end of the Old West Point era.” [BTC#407115]

